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after the floods: joining forces since early medieval times  
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flood prone areas... ... are dike rings with legal protection against floods
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retain in subsoil storage in surface water discharge to rivers and sea



surface water storage (combined with nature development and recreation)retaining precipitation by ‘wadi’ system (groundwater recharge)

increasing discharge by room for the river
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“multi-layered” safety

first layer: 

enforcing protection

second layer: 

adapt land use

third layer: 

evacuation



room for the river:

dutch design
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room for the river program

- 34 projects

- 2.2 billion euro

- realised 2008-2017



creating more room for rivers
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creating more room for rivers

removing obstacles
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creating more room for rivers
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room for the river:

participative design
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“sketch and match” sessions
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“sketch and match”

- make sure context is clear

- analyse the area and its surroundings

- identify problems, opportunities

- possible solutions,

- potential policies,

- effects and means for realization

- by visualization and

- with local actors and experts

- and do it TOGETHER!
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thank you for your attention...

... any questions?

michael.vanbuuren@wur.nl


